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R&R 
So many of us spend way too much time in the office and too little at home. It Is now time to really 
make a change and put a stop to that. Home is supposed to be where the heart is after all. So instead 
of planning outing after outing, schedule some quality R&R time in the comfort of your home. If bed 
is where you'd like to be more, invest in good quality, 100% sheets with a high thread count for the 
best comfort levels. If you prefer to just relax around the home, pick a spot and call it your own. 
Take pride in the area and sculpt it to be the perfect in-home retreat. Think the likes of a massage 
Chair by the window so you can look out to the greenery beyond or enjoy the cool breeze, if 
you stay on a higher floor. For a cheaper option, opt for a large and snug beanbag or a modern 
tatami or Thai recliner and really enjoy those quiet moments. Complete the area with plants, if 
you fancy and burn some aromatherapy oils or candles to help you relax. 
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RenO\ale )Ollr home \\ilh storage as a kc.\ • 
factor! Far too mam families renovate their • 

■ 
homes \\ith the goal of a better. more ■ 
concluci,e em ironmenl but forget that ■ 
storage plays a huge part i~ ke<'ping it clean. ■ 
These da, s. there are , a now; \\ a\ s lo • 
ma'-imist' storage space in )Ollr home and : 
concealed storage behind doors that appear ■ 
lo be feature \\alls are all the rage. The iclea ■ 
1s to double up on functionalit) to ma,imise ■ 
e,en th<' most space constrained area. Built • 
in 5torage and modular choices offN • 
, ersatilit, because ,ou can choose to include : 
other fu;1ctions s11ch as a built-in desk, ■ 
shehes. dra\\CJ"!S, a ,anit) table and pull out ■ 
mirror,.. E,pect to pa~ good dollar for • 
comeniences like thes<'. The lllumifle, • 

■ modular s~stem from Cupboards allo"s you ■ 
to mo, e storage s~ stems around from room ■ 
lo room or reconfigure your space and ■ 
slwhcs. • 

■ 
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is for Tiles 
When choosing tiles, there are three important aspect to think about. 1) 
Price, 2) The purpose of the tiles, 3) Are they to be use in a small or large 
area. As a general rule, the smaller the tile, the smalle the room they 
should be placed in. If however you want to place thos beautiful but tiny 
glass mosaics in your huge kitchen area, then you hav . to be prepared·to 
pay the cost. Other things to keep in mind are: the sty! ·of the place. To 
keep your style/ look consistent, consider matural ma r1a\s.for_a classic; · · •. 
contemporary or resort feel; metallics for a sleekipbi.strcated to.~ch; an~. · · · - •. 
glass or mosaics for a fun, kitchy appeal. Keep in ind-also; the-1:!Ijui,lier th~ · · ·.:;: 
tile, the more grout lines you'll have to clean and aintain;._Oui' new found . • ...... ::· 
favourite has to be the leather-look-alike Liles as f atured Ile;,;~·:::< · · · . ; ···:;".:::· 
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Upholstery 
Why throw out that family 
heirloom or those prized vintage 
armchairs when a simple 
upholstery job might just be the 
answer. Keep in mind that chairs 
must be generally in good shape 
with a solid foundation that 
doesn't sag when sat in. There 
are a wide variety of fabric 
choices in the market now so 
colour coding or getting a print 
to match or coordinate with the 
rest of your home is easy. Opt for 
a bold printed armchair to mix 
with a more subtle and sombre 
settee or if you prefer, get 
matching cushions to coordinate 
with those lamps or wallpaper 
Romanez has a huge range of 
customisable upholstery options 



V is for Vintage 
\Ve're so glad that the retro era is 
almost completely out because it 
now gives way for a much more 
sophisticated pretty The vintage 
era. Choose from a wide host of 
gilded Art Deco styles that scream 
elegant fun! From mirrored 
accessories and furniture to classical 
inspired prints and forms, Vin tage 
designs are popping up everywhere. 
Opt for Ilea~ brocades, suede, 
velvet, delicate florals or sheer 
organza for your fab rics and 
accessorise with ornate shapes. It's 
not about mimicking the bygone era 
but rather highlighting it with well 
chosen accent pieces. Pluck at Haj i 
Lane is known for it's immaculate 
vintage fabrics and other 
collectibles. 

• 
· W is for wood • • Wood has always been known for its warm and inviting appeal and if you're ready tor a larger 
• scale makeover, consider investing in hardwood floors. Besides providing an instant change, 

your new wood floors will change the colour and ambience of your home as well. If you don't 
• want too much wood at home, why not just have wood flooring in bedrooms and keep the 
: public areas non-wood. Either way, you won't be sorry. Our favourites are African Golden Teak, 
• Maple wenge, Ash, Indian Rosewood, Burmese teak and Blackmosia from the Wood Doctor . 
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While functionality is all well and good, emotional 
stimulants and feel-good reminders are a must have 
in any home, especially if you have children. Think 
flea market finds that evoke fun and a blast from 

' , <e.n • .rl. 
the past or serene artwork that screams Peace and 
Quiet. Family photos are always a welcomed treat 
and can create eye- catching displays of time and 
history. We found these fabulous Vintage inspired 
frames that are easy: on-tlre-p'ocltet an yet·so· 
stylish. Call•9'7960650 or ema· 
:I).protege@gmail.com for more · . ormation. 

Zzzzz 
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is for 
Ying 
and 
Yang 

Balancing is the key to 
maintaining the right ying 
and yang at home. For 
instance, if you like lots of 
passionate, deeper shades, 
keep in mind to balance this 
with lighter colours as well. 
Another great example is to 
maintain a good balance 
between the feminine and 
masculine aspects within 
your home. If you're married, 
make sure the design of 
your home doesn't just 
reflect your taste. Try and 
incorporate your spouse's 
design influences as well. 
For instance, if the bedroom 
has all the things you love, 
make sure your spouse gets 
to have a say in the living or 
dining area. It's all about 
balance to maintain 
harmony at home. 
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Since we're almost at the end of this, what better time then to talk 
about sleep. Make it a point to really get enough sleep at night so 
you will be refreshed for the week ahead. If your bed has not been 
giving you a restful night, perhaps it's time to invest in a better 
one. Simmons has a huge range of Beds for every budget and 
promises to give you the best sleep you've had in years. Couple 
that with 100% cotton sheets, good supportive pillows and you're 
all set to beat the z -monster! 
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